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* Eligible for ARRA funded projects

Made in USA

ZSC04-IAW
Brand Features

The Lumina™ RF Wireless Passive Infrared (PIR) Occupancy Sensor (ZSCxx), part of
the Lumina RF solutions line powered by Lumina Gateway (LU741).

Item Description

Lumina RF 2.4GHz mesh Wireless, Battery Powered, PIR Occupancy Sensor, Low
Profile, Surface Mount, 450 sq ft field of view, Minor and Major Motion, Circular
Design, red LED, 60 Second transmitter, Assembled in USA, Color: White.

Features and Benefits

Zero external power required - with no power wire limitations, the installer can

place the sensor in the optimal location of any application to capture minor

motion and reduce false OFFs

-

True wireless - robust and reliable sensors communicate with all Lumina RF

transceivers via radio frequency

-

No additional wiring - battery-powered wireless technology eliminates the need to

pull additional wire, making installation quick and easy and increasing labor

savings with little to no impact to business during conversion

-

Walk Test mode - 3 minutes with auto exit programming-

LED flexibility - enable and disable LEDs for applications where brightness is a

factor (i.e. hospitality)

-

Easy mounting - easily mount to ceiling or surface using a ceiling tile stem,

surface mount screws or double sided tape

-

Advanced field-of-view - superior detection for parallel and perpendicular motion;

innovative technology detects motion moving directly toward the sensor; 360°

rotation to fine-tune field-of-view

-

Complies with IEEE 802.15.4 standards - for domestic and international wireless

networks

-
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*Leviton is the smart choice, providing the most comprehensive range of solutions to meet the needs of today's residential, commercial and industrial
buildings. Leveraging more than a century of experience, Leviton helps customers create sustainable, intelligent environments through its electrical
wiring devices, network and data center connectivity solutions, and lighting energy management systems. From switches and receptacles, to daylight
harvesting controls, networking systems, and equipment for charging electric vehicles, Leviton solutions help customers achieve savings in energy,
time and cost, all while enhancing safety.


